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Introducti on
•  The sustainable development goal 14 (SDG14) “Life below Water”, defined by 

the UN, appeals for the conservation and sustainable use of the oceans, seas and 
marine resources, which clearly includes the drastic reduction of plastic waste

•  Small pieces of plastic from the degradation of plastic waste:
Microplastics (between 0.1 mm and 100 nm)
Nanoplastics (smaller than 100 nm)

•  Marine organisms accumulate these particles, which thereby enter the food 
chain, including humans

•  There is no information regarding toxicity, but nanoplastics are two orders of 
magnitude smaller than eukaryote cells, hence they can alter living matter at 
the molecular level.

Toxicity
•  Learn about the interactions of different plastic 

nanoparticles with various biomolecules: 
amino acids and proteins, nucleic acids, lipids and 
cell membranes, carbohydrates

•  Do nanoplastics interfere with the function of 
biomolecules or cell organelles?

•  Can nanoplastics migrate through cell membranes?

Separati on
•  Through understanding the behavior of nanoplas-

tics in different media, we design methods that
   1. remove nanoplastics from drinking water
   2. remove nanoplastics from the environment
   3.  which facilitate the measurement of nanoplastic 

concentrations

•  Ionic liquids represent promising extractants. 
Perform state of the art molecular dynamics 
simulati ons to receive molecular level insights:

•  study the interacti ons between nanoplasti cs and 
diff erent media

•  understand and control the driving forces and 
energeti cs behind the extracti on process

•  design improved solvents for the extracti on of 
nanoplasti cs

Challenges
•  No reliable informati on on nanoplasti c concentrati ons in the environment
•  The small size of the parti cles makes their characterizati on, analysis and separati -

on a challenging task
•  Plasti cs are organic molecules, being too similar to biomolecules. Hence, nano-

plasti cs are almost “invisible” within the ti ssue/cells for experiments. In some 
cases even radioacti ve labeling is necessary for the investi gati on.

•  Computati onal chemistry and molecular modelling, as taught in the Mulliken 
Center for Theoreti cal Chemistry,has the potenti al to
1.  uncover the adverse eff ects of nanoplasti cs at the molecular level, depending 

on size, shape, structure, chemical compositi on
 2.  can defi ne relevant directi ons for the apparently more involved experimental  

studies

Introducing this topic into the teaching as a ti mely example for simulati ng 
realisti c sustainable chemical problems

Characterizati on
•  Addressing how different nanoplastic particles 

are structured, and how they behave in different 
environments, such as aqueous solutions and 
interfaces

•  Investigate the aggregation of these particles in 
different environments: do nanoplastics continue 
to degrade into smaller pieces?

•  Are these properties dependent on the presence 
of biomolecules?

Outlook
•  Do different plastics show differences in their toxicity? If so, regulation policies must be changed within the EU.
•  If nanoplastics show biological activity, can we utilize it for (e.g. medical) applications?


